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BEHIND THE CURTAIN 
A look at the making of theatre production 
Peter and the Starcatcher 
AVIATION ARTISTRY 
TEAMWORK MAKING KIDS’ 
DREAMS WORK 
LIGHTS. CAMERA. ACTION. 
AFTER #METOO 
A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR’S
TALE OF HOPE SPRING 2020 
HAVE A SEAT 
The Wright Brothers' Bench was designed by David Black based on the famous 
photograph of the Wright brothers' frst fight. In that photo there was a small wooden 
bench that could be seen beneath the Wright “B” Flyer. This bench, located within 
Trustees Plaza on campus, is made of bronze with inscriptions along the front and back 
that read: “Dedicated to the immortal spirit of Daytonians Orville and Wilbur Wright...” 
and continued along the back edge, “whose gift of powered fight lifted our world forever 
skyward.” 
Nine benches were installed in the Dayton area to commemorate the 100th anniversary 
of the frst fight on December 16, 1903. Each location has a specifc connection to the 
Wright brothers—Carillon Historical Park; Dave Hall Plaza; Dayton International Airport; 
Engineers Club of Dayton; Medal of Honor Park at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base; the 
National Museum of the United States Air Force; Woodland Cemetery; Wright Brothers 
Airport; and the Wright State University campus. 













FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Seeing the possibilities 
I am honored and humbled to serve as 
Wright State’s eighth president. I am 
tremendously proud of our great university 
and the many ways we serve our students 
and our region. As many of you know, I 
frst joined the Wright State family in 2018 
as provost and executive vice president 
for academic afairs. I was drawn to this 
community because I identify with our 
students and the mission of this university. 
Like so many of our Wright State students, I 
was a frst-generation college student and I 
worked my way through school. 
As president, I will continue to build on 
Wright State’s 52-year legacy and work with 
our faculty, staf, students, alumni, and 
community partners to move the university 
forward. Our focus will be threefold: 
recruitment, retention, and relationships. 
To attract students to Wright State, we need 
to provide a more fexible delivery of our 
oferings. Tis is absolutely essential in a 
time where the direct-from-high-school 
population is declining. Did you know 
that 35 percent of adults are looking to 
retool their skills? We need to meet these 
adult learners where they are by ofering 
programs that are convenient for their 
hectic work schedules and lifestyles. 
In addition to recruiting students into 
our Wright State family, we must also 
provide the necessary support mechanisms 
to ensure that they are successful. We 
have to reduce roadblocks and provide 
specifc assistance programs to aid them in 
persisting and crossing the fnish line. 
While our number one priority remains 
our students’ success, we must also look 
outward to bolster our relationships with 
our community and industry partners. We 
have to listen to the employers of the region 
to address their needs and how we can 
best help them. Listening to the needs of 
business, industry, government agencies, as 
well as the military throughout our region, 
we will create strategic partnerships that 
will add opportunities in a number of areas 
for the campus, such as internships, co-ops, 
research, and community engagement. 
Last, but certainly not least, we need 
to tell our story more ofen so everyone 
can learn about all of the great things 
happening right here in their own 
backyard. As alumni and friends, you are
our greatest ambassadors and you can 
also help tell our story. If you know a high 
school student or an adult learner looking 
to retool their skills, please tell them about 
all that Wright State has to ofer. And 
share with them what your Wright State 
education means to you. 
We have so much to celebrate and the 
momentum cannot stop. All of us relish 
the opportunity to make a diference 
in the lives of our students and in our 
communities. Trough education, research, 
and community partnerships, we can 
impact our collective futures in ways few 
other organizations can. Te best is yet to 
come! 
Best wishes, 
Susan Edwards, Ph.D. 
President 
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ON THE COVER Kaitlyn Campbell, a 
senior acting major, plays the lively 
character of the Teacher in Wright 
State’s production of Peter and the 
Starcatcher. Our cover story goes 
behind the scenes and follows the 
cast and crew to see how students, 
faculty, and staff come together to 




















Wright State’s annual Wright Day to Give saw great success again in its 
third year. A total of 622 proud Raiders and friends supported Wright 
State students, raising nearly $65,000. 
One Day. Every Raider. 
Everywhere. 
$64,430

















FUNDS FROM WRIGHT DAY TO GIVE COULD
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STICKER SHOCK
Around the tables of Dunbar
Library, in the study nooks of
the Student Success Center, and
propped on the desks in most
classrooms—laptop stickers are
the latest craze. But these colorful,
quirky additions to students’
technology aren’t just for fun;
students use them to express their
individuality, communicate support
for a cause, or even add a small




















R. Scott Rash was named president 
and CEO of the Wright State 
University Foundation. 
Rash is responsible for reshaping 
the future of the foundation and 
leading it to new levels of success. 
He will advance strategies for 
growth, build the endowment, 
work with valued partners while 
developing new partnerships 
and relationships, and discover 
innovative and unique opportunities 
for revenue generation. 
Rash is employed by the 
foundation, not the university, and 
reports directly to the Wright State 
University Foundation Board of 
Trustees. 
“With a full-time foundation 
president, we are increasing our 
capacity to generate additional 
revenue beyond our traditional 
fundraising efforts, all with the goal 
of providing even more support 
to student initiatives and strategic 
university programs,” said Andrea 
Kunk, chair of the Wright State 
University Foundation Board of 
Trustees. 
Rash previously served as 
vice president for university 
advancement at Gannon University 
in Erie, Pennsylvania. 
Susan Edwards named president of  
Wright State University 
Provost Susan Edwards was appointed the 
eighth president of Wright State University 
by the university’s Board of Trustees. 
Edwards assumed the role of president on 
January 1, succeeding Cheryl B. Schrader, 
who retired as president at the end of 2019. 
“Afer carefully considering the best 
options for the university and afer 
discussing the matter with employee and 
student leaders, we believe Dr. Edwards 
is the right person to take the university 
forward,” said Sean Fitzpatrick, chair of the 
Board of Trustees. “We are confdent Dr. 
Edwards will keep the university focused 
on providing an excellent education 
for our students and position Wright 
State to better serve the economic needs 
of the region, particularly in the high 
demand areas of health care, technology, 
and business, as well as supporting the 
employment, educational, and research 
needs of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.” 
During her presidency, Edwards will 
focus on recruitment, retention, and 
relationships. She is personally committed 
to student success, especially in terms 
of retention, experiential learning, and 
high-quality classroom education. She is 
committed to fostering a welcome and 
inclusive campus for students, faculty, and 
staf. She will also focus on strengthening 
relations with the community and being 
very vocal about telling the Wright State 
story. 
Prior to joining Wright State in May 
2018, Edwards served as the vice provost 
for faculty afairs and professor of biology 
at Appalachian State University in Boone, 
North Carolina. 
She earned a Ph.D. in comparative 
physiology from Deakin University 
in Victoria, Australia, an M.S. in 
neuroscience from Te University of 
Melbourne, and a B.S. in biology from 
Deakin. 
Douglas Leaman, dean of the College of 
Science and Mathematics, was appointed 
interim provost. Before joining Wright 
State in 2016, Leaman served as chair and 
professor of the Department of Biological 
Sciences at the University of Toledo. 
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Wright State flmmakers win Oscar for documentary 
American Factory 
American Factory, the latest 
documentary by Julia Reichert and 
Steven Bognar, former long-time 
Wright State motion pictures faculty 
members, received an Oscar for the 
best documentary feature at the 92nd 
Academy Awards ceremony February 9. 
The documentary, produced by 
Higher Ground, Barack and Michelle 
Obama’s production company, is 
available to stream on Netfix. It 
received the Directors Guild of America 
Award for Outstanding Directorial 
Achievement in Documentary in 
January and the Best Directing Award 
for U.S. Documentary at the 2019 
Sundance Film Festival. 
 American Factory, which Bognar and 
Reichert directed and produced, focuses 
on the opening of the Fuyao Glass 
America plant at the site of a former 
General Motors truck plant in Moraine, 
near Dayton. It was developed when 
Reichert and Bognar served as faculty 
members in the Department of Theatre, 
Dance, and Motion Pictures. The flm 
involved numerous other faculty 
members, staff, students, and alumni. 
 “...and [thanks to] the tough, inventive, 
great people of Dayton, Ohio,” Bognar 
said in his acceptance speech at the 
ceremony. 
For 28 years, Reichert served as a 
professor of flm production at Wright 
State. She has mentored flmmakers 
from around the country and is co-
founder of Indie Caucus, the action 
group working to keep the documentary 
form alive and well on PBS. Reichert is 
a three-time Academy Award nominee, 
for Union Maids (1977), Seeing Red 
(1984), and The Last Truck: Closing of 
a GM Plant (2010). Bognar is a former 
motion pictures faculty member and a 
Wright State alumnus. 
New initiative seeks to boost retention of undergrads 
Wright State launched an initiative to increase the retention of undergraduate students 
with a team that can quickly identify and remove barriers to success and connect 
students with resources. 
The undergraduate retention team includes retention managers and student 
advocates. It is an inter-divisional effort between Student Success, Enrollment 
Management, and Student Affairs, with anchor points in the new Offce of 
Undergraduate Retention, Student Advocacy and Wellness, and Community Standards 
and Student Conduct. 
The student advocates are responsible for helping students with housing, wellness, 
counseling, and related issues. The retention managers handle academic issues, 
helping students who stop attending classes, miss assignment deadlines, or have 
fnancial or other issues. 
#BraggingWrights 
THOMAS L. BROWN, PH.D., professor and 
vice chair for research in the Department of 
Neuroscience, Cell Biology, and Physiology, 
was published in Scientifc Reports for 
research that advances the study of 
preeclampsia. 
DEREK DORAN, PH.D., associate professor 
of computer science, was named a 
Fulbright Scholar and traveled to Iceland to 
teach cyber security at Reykjavik University. 
He will help the university develop a center 
for cyber security research. 
AMANDA J. EARNEST-REITMANN, M.F.A., 
web developer/graphic designer in Wright 
State’s Offce of Marketing, was elected to 
the Board of Directors for the University 
and College Designers Association. 
SHERRY FARRA, PH.D., associate 
professor and director for the National 
Disaster Health Course in the College of 
Nursing and Health, was awarded the 
Certifed Nurse Award in the National 
Healthcare Disaster category by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center. 
KURT HOLDEN, Wright State police 
sergeant and patrol commander, was 
named to the Dayton Business Journal’s 
“Forty under 40” list for his commitment to 
student safety. 
MICHAEL KEMP, PH.D., ’99 received a 
$1.48 million grant from the National 
Institute of General Medical Sciences, part 
of the National Institutes of Health, to study 
the effects of DNA damage and cancer. 
LISA KENYON, associate professor of 
biological sciences, was elected board 
director of the National Science Teachers 
Association college science teaching 
division. 
DR. GARY LEROY ’88, associate dean 
for student affairs and admissions at the 
Wright State University Boonshoft School 
of Medicine, was sworn in as the new 
president of the American Academy of 
Family Physicians in September. 
PRATIK PARIKH, PH.D., professor of 
biomedical, industrial, and human factors 
engineering, was named to Dayton 
Business Journal’s “Forty under 40” list for 












Deans appointed in two colleges 
Thomas Traynor was 
named dean of the Raj Soin 
College of Business. He 
had served as interim dean 
of the college since April 
2017. Traynor previously 
served as the college’s 
associate dean for graduate studies and 
executive education. As associate dean, he 
facilitated the continued development of the 
college’s fve master’s degree programs, 
executive education programs, international 
education, and regional business and 
economic outreach. 
Traynor joined Wright State’s faculty in 
1988 and has been a professor of economics 
since 2003. He served as the chair of the 
Department of Economics from 1998 to 2001 
and from 2010 to 2016. 
Brian Rigling was appointed 
dean of the College of 
Engineering and Computer 
Science. As interim dean, 
he ensured the college’s 
continued impact on the 
region and advanced 
new initiatives to serve its students and 
regional employers. The college’s graduates 
are pursued nationally with strong regional 
representations at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, defense contractors, research labs, and 
private businesses. 
Prior to assuming the position of interim 
dean in July 2018, Rigling served as chair 
of the Department of Electrical Engineering 
from 2014 to 2018. He joined the Department 
of Electrical Engineering in 2004. He 
was named Brage Golding Distinguished 
Professor of Research in 2016. 
Wright State Applied Research 
Corporation chosen to lead $49 million 
Air Force science and technology initiative 
Wright State Applied Research 
Corporation was selected to lead a bold, 
frst-of-its-kind U.S. Air Force Academic 
Partnership and Engagement Experiment 
(APEX) program to enhance Air Force 
partnerships with academia. 
 Te fve-year, $49 million APEX 
project focuses on enhancing academic 
engagement nationwide in support of 
the Air Force Small Business program, 
National Defense Strategy, and the Air 
Force’s 2030 Strategy. APEX will improve 
the connections between the Air Force, 
academia, and industry across the 
United States to result in a major leap 
forward for Air Force defense technology 
development. 
Wright State will play a key role in 
employing advanced machine learning 
and data science to identify scientists 
and scientifc communities around the 
country whose work can be developed for 
Air Force use. Wright State’s involvement 
in the initiative allows the university to 
play a critical and integral role nationally 
in support of the Air Force’s academic 
engagement strategy. 
“APEX is a one-of-a-kind program 
that will focus on enhancing academic 
engagement while strengthening the 
relationship between the Air Force and our 
academic institutions nationwide,” said 
Congressman Mike Turner. “Wright State 
University has earned this position as the 
lead institution for this initiative due to its 
continual pursuit of scientifc discovery 
and support of this nation’s military. APEX 
will play a cutting-edge role in developing 
the technology and practices of tomorrow, 
and I am proud that the nexus of these 
activities will be right here in the Dayton 
area.” 
Volleyball 
The volleyball team earned 
its frst appearance in the 
NCAA Division I championship 
tournament, losing to No. 16 
Purdue in three sets during the 
frst round at West Lafayette, 
Indiana. The Raiders had a 
magical 2019 season, winning 
24 matches, claiming the 
volleyball program’s frst 
Horizon League regular  
season championship, and 
earning the frst at-large NCAA 
tournament bid in Wright State 
athletics history. 
Men’s Soccer 
In its frst trip to the NCAA 
Division I championship 
tournament, the men’s soccer 
team upset Notre Dame 3–2 in 
the frst round at South Bend, 
Indiana. In the tournament’s 
second round in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, the Raiders battled 
13th-seed Michigan through a 
scoreless 110 minutes before 
losing by penalty kicks, 5–4. 
Wright State had earlier 
defeated Milwaukee 4–3 in 




1913: The Great Dayton Flood, 1997,  
a Wright State original production 
 inspired by the book A Time of Terror:  
The Great Dayton Flood by Allan W. Eckert 
You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown, 1972 
Godspell, 1977 
A Funny Thing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum, 1974 















































ALTHOUGH THE Department of Theatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures 
was not offcially founded until the 1974–75 academic year (then called 
the Department of Theatre Arts), theatre activity began in 1965–66, the 
second year of Wright State’s existence. The frst production took place 
in 1965 with a bill of three one-act plays. 
In 1970, Wright State Theatre shifted to an off-campus site, which 
soon came to be known as the New Library Theatre. Meanwhile, 
construction of the Creative Arts Center, begun in 1971, was suffciently 
advanced in 1973 to allow the use of the “experimental” theatre for 
the musical Celebration. The theatre was later named the Celebration 
Theatre. Renovations to the Celebration Theatre in 1997 were paid for 
from the Dorothy M. and Isabel Herbst estate, and the theatre was 
offcially re-named the Herbst Theatre that year. The Festival Playhouse 
opened in 1974 and was offcially dedicated that season with a 
production of The Time of Your Life, directed by George Grizzard. 
The Department of Theatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures was formed 
from the old Department of Speech, and motion picture courses were 
added to the curriculum in 1974. Dance, approved as a major in 1969, 
was transferred to the department in 1975. 
Today, eight programs of study are offered. Acting, musical theatre, 
stage management, design/technology, dance, and motion picture 
production culminate in a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree; theatre studies 
and motion picture studies end in a Bachelor of Arts. 
“The Department of Theatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures continues to 
be a shining light,” said Joe Deer, chair of the department. “We continue 
to see students developing as artists in ways that position them for the 
kinds of success we all hope for—from Hollywood and Broadway to 
international stages and major dance companies, our graduates are 
truly living their dreams.” 
For more information about the Wright State University Special Collections 









PHOTO CREDIT: THEIK SMITH 
actor advocate 
HOW ALICIA RODIS ’05 IS CHANGING
SEX SCENES IN TV AND FILM FOREVER 
BY JIM HANNAH 
Her introduction to coordinating intimacy in motion pictures began with a slap and a kiss. Alumna Alicia 
Rodis, who was working in the stage combat 
and stunt industry, was brought in on a 
student flm to help with a scene that called 
for a slap. 
“I came in for the slap just to make sure the actors were safe and 
the story was being told right,” she recalled. “When we got to the 
kiss, the actors were so uncomfortable.” 
 So the flm director asked Rodis for her help on the kiss as well. 
 “I came over and approached it much like I do moments of 
violence,” she said. “We talked about the story, and the moments 
before the kiss, and everyone on the team relaxed.” 
 Today, Rodis is at the forefront of the intimacy coordination 
industry, which has grown quickly in the U.S. entertainment 
industry since the 2017 Harvey Weinstein scandal and the 
subsequent emergence of the #MeToo movement. Te not-for-
proft Intimacy Directors International that she co-founded 
has spread from the U.S. to Canada and the United Kingdom, 
certifying intimacy directors and coordinators around the world. 
 “As interest in this career pathway expands, so does our 
organization,” Rodis said. 
Rodis grew up in Cleveland and graduated from Westlake 
High School. She said she was attracted to Wright State because 
its acting program was competitive and gave her the autonomy 
to also take musical theatre and dance classes. In addition, a 
directing lab enabled students to self-produce. 
“Opportunities like this made Wright State stand out to me,” 
she said. “Te program helped lay the foundation for my work 
in the stage-combat community. I grew as an actor, a movement 
professional, and a collaborator, all of which continue to inform 
my career.” 
Afer graduating in 2005 with a bachelor’s degree in acting, 
Rodis worked as a professional actor and eventually found the 
stage combat and stunt industry. She trained with the Society 
of American Fight Directors, became a certifed teacher, and 
transitioned to stunt work in flm and television. 
 Stunt coordinators plan and oversee staged combat in flms, 
plays, and other performances. Teir job is to make fghting look 
realistic while keeping it safe for the actors and other performers. 
 “I come from a dance and martial arts background, and 
movement work was very empowering and interesting to me,” she 
said. 
Ten Rodis’ career veered into intimacy coordinating. Afer her 
introduction to it during the slap/kiss flm scene, she began doing 
more research into intimacy coordinating and discovered Tonia 
Sina and Siobhan Richardson. Tey, along with Rodis, became co-
founders of Intimacy Directors International. 
Te not-for-proft is considered one of the industry’s leading 
sources of training and hosts a variety of workshops and other 
























TOP: ALICIA RODIS WORKING ON THE SET OF HBO’S THE 
DEUCE WITH THE SHOW’S DIRECTOR, SUSANNA WHITE. 
PHOTO CREDIT: MERIE WEISMILLLER WALLACE/HBO 
ABOVE: ALICIA RODIS TEACHING A WORKSHOP FOR 
INTIMACY DIRECTORS INTERNATIONAL. 
PHOTO CREDIT: DAHLIA KATZ 
“Alicia exemplifes everything we hope for our graduates,” 
said Joe Deer, professor and chair of the Department of 
Teatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures. “She is working as a 
professional artist at the highest levels of show business with 
some of the most exciting creative collaborators, and she’s 
changing the world in the most positive ways. I couldn’t be 
prouder of a graduate.” 
Last September, Rodis visited Wright State to do workshops 
on intimacy direction and coordination. 
“Alicia’s visit to Wright State and the workshops she 
conducted for students and faculty and our community 
partners are helping create a culture of safety and awareness 
for our artistic community,” said Deer. “She has already had 
a deep impact on every level of theatre and flm education at 
Wright State.” 
Intimacy coordinators serve as advocates for the actors, 
liaisons for creative teams, facilitators of the stories, and 
sometimes choreographers. 
“While all sets are diferent, having an intimacy coordinator 
provides support and specialized training to handle sensitive 
12 
situations and eliminate the power dynamic an actor may feel 
while on set,” said Rodis. “We are not there to police the set, but to 
support the creative storytelling and the well-being of the actors. 
I keep things very scientifc, using specifc language regarding the 
body and placements, which helps maintain the professionalism 
of the work.” 
While preparing for the second season of HBO’s Te Deuce, 
actress Emily Meade told the show’s creators she would be more 
comfortable if there was an actor advocate for the sexual scenes. 
Tat led to their hiring of Rodis. 
Te Deuce is a drama series that portrays the beginning of the 
sex-trade industry in New York City’s Times Square in the early 
1970s as the pornography business shifs to a legitimate, culturally 
accepted enterprise. 
In an interview with HBO, Rodis said the frst thing she does 
when she gets on the set of a production is to check in with 
wardrobe to see what clothing will be worn. Ten she meets with 
the actors and directors, and helps facilitate a safety meeting to 
make sure everything to happen in the scenes is communicated 
and consensual. 
“I help anchor the choreography for the scenes and make sure 
there is always an exit so if the actors need a minute, they can 
have a minute,” she told HBO. “And sometimes I’m checking the 
monitor to see what we’re showing and not showing. So there are 
a lot of moving parts.” 
Rodis said good intimacy coordinators are people who are 
storytellers and choreographers who understand boundaries— 
creating and maintaining them. 
“Tey are someone who can give movement coaching in the 
moment without degrading, pressuring, or coercing someone; 
someone who understands how sets work, who is both confdent 
and humble; someone who can be a steward of trauma as that 
ends up being part of the job as well,” she said. 
 Afer the success of her work on Te Deuce, HBO hired 
Rodis to help oversee HBO productions studio-wide. She has 
helped manage the intimacy coordinators for Watchmen, High 
Maintenance, Crashing, Deadwood: Te Movie, and two upcoming 
series, Te Plot Against America and I Know Tis Much Is True. 
 Rodis has also trained other intimacy coordinators through her 
not-for-proft to work on Euphoria on HBO and Jett on Cinemax. 
“My hope is this helps legitimize the need for this position, 
ultimately making it a unionized, industry standard,” said 
Rodis. “With the increase in exposure, many artists are speaking 
out in support of this, especially as a solution to post #MeToo 
flmmaking.” 
Rodis said there is a unifed consensus that something has to 
change in the flmmaking industry. 
“Having an intimacy coordinator on set can only help continue 
to create impactful, uncensored, meaningful stories,” she said. 
What does an 
intimacy coordinator do? 
According to Intimacy Directors International, the 
nonproft organization founded in 2016 by Alicia Rodis, 
intimacy coordinators are more than choreographers; 
they are advocates for each actor. 
The intimacy coordinator takes responsibility for the 
emotional safety of the actors and anyone else in the 
rehearsal hall while they are present. 
The following are the pillars of safe intimacy in a 
scene/rehearsal: 
CONTEXT
Before any choreography can be considered, there 
must frst be an understanding of the story and the 
given circumstances surrounding a scene of intimacy. 
All parties must be aware of how the scene of intimacy 
meets the needs of the story. 
COMMUNICATION
There must be open and continuous communication 
between the director, intimacy coordinator, stage 
management, and the actors. 
CONSENT
Before any scene of intimacy can be addressed, 
consent must be established between the actors. 
Consent can only be given from the person receiving 
the action. 
CHOREOGRAPHY
Each scene of intimacy must be choreographed, and 
that choreography will be adhered to for the entire 
production. 
CLOSURE
At the end of every rehearsal or scene of intimacy, 
actors are encouraged to develop a closing moment 
between them to signify the ending of the work. 













ILLUSTRATION CREDIT: RANDY PALMER 
STEVIE KREMER ’72 HELPS REVEAL
SURVIVOR’S ACCOUNT OF THE HOLOCAUST 
BY JIM HANNAH 
He survived fve Nazi concentration and death camps, lost all of his immediate family to the gas chambers, and came face to face with Josef Mengele, the 
German physician known as the “Angel of Death” for his cruel 
experiments on prisoners. Despite his harrowing history and 
near-death experiences, 95-year-old Samuel Heider had never 
written a book—until he met Stevie Kremer ’72, an alumna 
and former adjunct instructor. 
Te seeds of the book Miracle of Miracles
were planted in 2017 when Heider spoke 
at Wright State and Kremer overheard him 
say he had always wanted to write a book. 
Tat led to Kremer volunteering 
her services to put his story on paper, 
conducting numerous interviews with 
Heider and two years of research. 
“I found him to be such a charming and 
interesting man, and he seemed to like 
me,” said Kremer. “I told him of my writing 
and editing experience and assured him 
that I could tell his story from his point of 
view and without embellishments.” 
Twice a month, Kremer would drive 
from her home in Centerville to Heider’s 
home in northwest Dayton to have 
breakfast and talk. Kremer went online 
to access Heider’s lectures and contacted 
librarians at the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum in Washington, 
D.C., and at the University of Southern 
California’s Shoah Foundation. 
Slowly, Heider’s story began to take 
shape in book form. 
He was born Szmul Josef Hajder on 
April 5, 1924, in the Polish village of 
Biejkow, the third of six children. In 
October 1941, the family was forced by 
the occupying Germans to leave their 
fruit farm and move into a ghetto in 
Bialobrzegi, Poland. 
Heider was separated from his family 
at 17 and sent to the Radom Ghetto in 
central Poland. He later learned that all of 






























been killed at the Treblinka concentration 
camp. 
In the summer of 1944, with the Russian 
army advancing in Poland, Heider was 
moved to the Auschwitz concentration 
camp in southern Poland. Tere he faced 
Mengele, who with a fick of his wrist 
indicated who would live and who would 
die. 
Heider was later moved to the 
Vaihingen, Hessental, and Dachau 
concentration camps in Germany. On 
April 30, 1945, he was liberated by 
American soldiers, who found him 
weighing only 74 pounds and battling 
typhus. 
“His physical strength and religion 
probably were the things that pulled him 
through,” said Kremer. “He would talk 
about his close calls with death. He would 
talk about being grateful to all of the 
people who saved him. Tat’s where the 
title came from—Miracle of Miracles.” 
Afer living several years in a displaced-
persons camp, Heider immigrated to the 
U.S. in 1949. He came to Dayton, where 
he made sausage, worked at a clothing 
company, and founded a scrap metal 
business. 
Heider passed away Nov. 21, 2019. Tree 
days later, his friends and relatives braved 
icy winds to fle into the chapel at the Beth 
Jacob Cemetery in Dayton. With standing 
room only, mourners crowded in to honor 
the 95-year-old. 
“Finally, with his cruel half-smile fading, 
he looked me straight in the eyes. Had 
he ordered me to raise my arms a little 
higher, I would have had to drop the 
only picture I had of my sister, Laja, 
that I kept under my arm, a picture 
I managed to keep throughout all 
my days in the concentration camps 
and still have today. Mengele at last 
motioned me to the right. Had he 
pointed me to the left, I would not be 
telling my story today...” 
SAMUEL HEIDER, DESCRIBING HIS ENCOUNTER
WITH JOSEF MENGELE, THE NAZI “ANGEL OF DEATH”
MIRACLE OF MIRACLES 
Afer his son, one of his daughters, and a 
rabbi spoke, the mourners quietly followed 
the pallbearers outside to the gravesite, 
where ofcials ofered prayers and Heider 
was laid to rest beside his beloved wife, 
Phyllis, also a Holocaust survivor. 
“When his cofn was lowered and his 
family and friends symbolically placed 
shovelfuls of earth into the grave, I turned 
to leave, tears stinging my eyes in the 
frigid air,” said Kremer. “I lost a friend, 
but the world lost an important voice and 
eyewitness.” 
 Kremer wonders whether Heider had 
been waiting until his story was published 
and he was certain it would survive him. 
 “We will never know,” she said. 
“However, I am thankful that I had the 
honor to be his friend and help write his 
story, a valuable one that he knew had to 
be preserved.” 
Kremer has a long history with Wright 
State. 
When she began studies in the fall of 
1968, there were only four buildings on 
campus. As a student, she worked as a 
tutor in biology, English, and German, 
bound books in the tunnels, and worked 
12-hour shifs taking student and faculty 
ID photos. She earned enough money to 
study one summer at University College 
in Dublin, Ireland, where she earned a 
certifcate in Irish culture. 
Kremer helped write the proposal 
to establish the summer Wright Start 
Program for high school students and 
taught English in the program for three 
summers. 
Not fond of math, she changed her 
major from pre-med to English with 
a minor in German. She earned her 
bachelor’s degree in 1972 and qualifed for 
membership in Phi Eta Tau, the Wright 
State honor society. 
Kremer pursued her master’s degree in 
English at Indiana University, where she 
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was elected president of international 
students in graduate housing. 
“I found myself hosting journalists from 
behind the Iron Curtain, newspeople 
brought to the U.S. by the Department 
of State to help dispel propaganda,” she 
recalled. “I helped organize various 
language tables in the dorm cafeteria 
so students could practice their foreign 
languages with native speakers, foreign 
movie nights, and international dinners.” 
Afer graduation, she returned home 
to Centerville, taught grammar and 
composition, and worked as a reporter, 
photographer, and drama critic at the 
Beavercreek Daily News. 
In 1976, she married and moved to 
Fort Nelson, British Columbia, where 
she taught basic job readiness training 
and GED courses to the native Canadian 
Slavey Indians, as well as English as a 
second language to immigrants. 
In 1982, Kremer, her husband, and their 
young daughter returned to Centerville. 
Kremer got a job as a senior technical 
writer and editor at the University 
of Dayton Research Institute, was a 
substitute teacher, and taught evening 
classes. 
Te opportunity to tell Heider’s story 
came in 2017. 
Kremer said she designed Miracle of 
Miracles to be used as a teaching tool to 
educate students about the Holocaust. She 
included photos, a map, and a glossary of 
Jewish terms so readers of all faiths would 
understand what they mean. 
To purchase Miracle of Miracles, email author 
Stevie Kremer at sakremer.writer@gmail.com. 
LEFT: SAMUEL HEIDER HOLDS HIS IDENTIFICATION
CERTIFICATE FROM LANDSBERG DISPLACED
PERSONS CAMP IN GERMANY, WHERE HE LIVED
FROM 1945 TO 1949.
PHOTO CREDIT: MARSHALL WEISS, THE DAYTON JEWISH OBSERVER 
RIGHT: STEVIE KREMER ’72, ALUMNA AND FORMER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR, HELPED HEIDER TELL HIS
STORY OF SURVIVING THE HOLOCAUST IN HER
BOOK MIRACLE OF MIRACLES. 
HEIDER PRAYING AT THE WESTERN WALL IN JERUSALEM IN 1974.













ASTRONAUT JOHN GLENN, 2018 
THE ART OFSpace Michelle Rouch ’92 combines her engineering background and artistic skills to promote aviation and exploration to kids BY BOB MIHALEK 
Michelle Rouch ’92 can fnd inspiration in the most unusual places. Her successful series of paintings included one idea formed in the restroom of a 
restaurant. Rouch was furloughed from her engineering 
job during a federal government shutdown. Although her 
husband, Fotios Rouch ’91, who was also furloughed, was 
having fun with his model airplane hobby, Rouch was 
miserable. “I felt like I was fred,” she said. 
While having breakfast with a friend, 
Rouch excused herself and found art 
decorating the restroom walls featuring 
what she described as “ridiculous 1950s 
models” in McCall-style outfts. 
“I looked at them and said, ‘You gals 
need astronaut suits,’” Rouch recalled. 
Inspired, she created Astro Girls, a series 
of paintings featuring Marilyn Monroe, 
Elizabeth Taylor, Helen Williams, and 
Fei Fei Sun wearing brightly colored 
spacesuits, long opera-style gloves, and 
bubble helmets. Tey ofen hold a laser 
gun, and in one painting, Marilyn Monroe 
smiles at the viewer while holding a 
hand-painted sign that reads, “Tis way to 
Mars.” 
“Tere are times when my engineering 
world is so strange that my art refects the 
strangeness of my life,” Rouch said. 
Rouch, who lives near Tucson, 
Arizona, has a thriving career as an artist 
specializing in aeronautical and aerospace 
subjects. She uses her art to support 
causes and groups important to her and to 
promote STEM education to kids. 
She has been nominated for the Arizona 
Governor’s Arts Award several times 
and has received the American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics Harry 
Staubs STEM K–12 Outreach Award. 
Her work has appeared in dozens of 
exhibitions in such diverse settings as 
universities, airports, aviation conventions 
and festivals, and air and space museums. 
Her painting commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of the Apollo 9 mission 
appeared in the 2019 International 
Aerospace Art Exhibition at the National 
Museum of the U.S. Air Force. She 
was also asked by the museum to help 
organize a space art exhibition for the 
summer of 2020. 
Rouch has created art since childhood 
but does not have formal training. Her 
background is in electrical engineering; 
her non-artistic career included work 
for the Department of Defense as a 
contractor. 
Her love of aviation and space 
combined with her engineering expertise 
give Rouch a unique perspective. 
“Engineers are artists and artists are 
engineers because we’re all developing and 
designing things that don’t exist yet,” she 
said. “We’re all abstract thinkers. We’re 
designing the unknown.” 
Rouch balances her creative instincts 
with her desire to be precise, especially 
when working on something technical, 
like a rocket. Te lines on something 
technical should be correct, she says. 
“It’s like the curvature on the moon. We 
don’t want the moon to be an oval. We 
need it to be exact, to be a curve,” she said. 
“In between the lines I am as creative as 
possible. Sometimes I’m very technical 
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For Rouch, art has always come 
naturally. In kindergarten, she remembers 
having the ability to draw lifelike objects. 
“I knew at that time I was diferent,” she 
said. “I feel I was a born artist.” 
She drew and painted constantly as a 
kid, flling up tablets and reams of paper 
with portraits or nature scenes. She would 
get in trouble because her schoolwork was 
covered with drawings—a fact she said 
she kept from her son, who is now 22, for 
a long time. “I would make sure he would 
do his schoolwork,” she said. “I didn’t want 
him to know [his] mom didn’t do well.” 
Afer graduating from Archbishop 
Alter High School, Rouch enrolled at 
Wright State, initially intending to major 
in fne art. But she switched her major to 
electrical engineering at the suggestion of 
her father and older brother, whom she 
helped with math lessons while he studied 
engineering at another local university. 
“Math came very easy for me,” she said. 
“I dreamt math. I would wake up and 
know the answers to equations.” 
Rouch appreciated the economic value 
of a Wright State education and the hands-
on opportunities provided through the 
College of Engineering and Computer 
Science. As a student, she participated in a 
co-op at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 
“Having that hands-on work allowed me 
to have a résumé to be more competitive,” 
she said. 
She also appreciated the support she 
received from the Ofce of Disability 
Services, which helped her afer she was 
diagnosed with an auditory disability. She 
was able to take tests in soundproof rooms 
and learned she should sit in the front of 
her classes to better hear her instructors. 
Tough she was no longer majoring in 
art, Rouch did not completely abandon 
her creative ambitions. She had an artistic 
breakthrough during an engineering 
technical drawing course—in which she 
also met her husband, Fotios, who earned 
a human factors engineering degree. 
“Engineering drawing clicked for me,” 
she recalled. “I started looking at art on a 
diferent level.” 
In her last quarter at Wright State, she 
also allowed herself to be creative by taking 
a fne art drawing class. Te instructor 
challenged Rouch to improve her focus. 
“She knew I had an ability,” Rouch said. 
“She needed to push me—I appreciated it.” 
Afer graduating in 1992 with a 
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering, 
Rouch started working for the U.S. Army 
at Fort Huachuca in Arizona. She lef 
the Army in 1999 and now works for the 
Defense Contract Management Agency in 
Tucson. She has worked for more than 20 
20 
years as a lead systems engineer working 
on weapons systems. 
Starting her engineering career also gave 
Rouch the time to work on her art—but as 
a hobby at frst. “I started really developing 
the skills,” she said. 
Rouch started focusing on aviation and 
aerospace art almost by accident. Early 
in her career, she focused on murals and 
portraits, especially portraits of her son 
afer he was born in 1997. During a period 
of artist block, Fotios, a serious airplane 
modeler, suggested she draw airplanes to 
try something diferent. She followed his 
advice, drawing her son walking toward an 
airplane at a museum in Tucson. 
Inspiration struck and Rouch began 
creating airplanes, eventually expanding 
into aerospace subjects. Afer she started 
painting airplanes, Rouch decided she was 
ready to take a big step and display her 
work publicly. Rouch and Fotios had stable 
careers, so she knew she would be able to 
take her art career more seriously. 
She joined the American Society of 
Aviation Artists, a nonproft organization 
that fosters art through the history of 
aerospace, and created her business, 
Artwork by Rouch. “Tat moment I knew 
I was serious about art,” she said. 
Rouch uses her artwork to promote 
science and engineering and support 
causes that are important to her, raising 
over $150,000 over the last eight years. She 
has supported the Experimental Aviation 
Association, an international organization 
of aviation enthusiasts based in Wisconsin; 
Kitty Hawk Air Academy, a nonproft 
that introduces children to aviation; 
Wright Flight, a Tucson organization 
that works with schools to introduce kids 
to fying; and the Tucson chapter of the 
International Association of Astronomical 
Artists, which she founded. 
At the 2019 Kitty Hawk Air Academy 
Living Legends of Aviation ceremony 
in Los Angeles, Rouch made headlines 
for auctioning of her painting depicting 
Amazon founder Jef Bezos fying in space. 
She created the painting, Space-cation, to 
encourage people to think about having a 
fun vacation in space. 
Money was tight for Rouch’s family 
when she was in high school and while at 
Wright State. Now that she is successful 
and lives a comfortable life, she wants 
to give back by using her talents for 
community service. 
“Tere were a lot of people who believed 
in my ability because they saw something 
in me that I couldn’t see in myself,” she 
said. “It’s now my job to help others.” 
Part of Rouch’s message to young 
people is to be open minded about both 
STEM and the arts and humanities when 
considering their futures. 
“When kids think they have to choose 
the arts versus the sciences, I tell them to 
embrace both,” Rouch said. “Kids should 
not choose between the arts and technical. 
Tey should adapt both and become 
strong in both and realize one supports the 
other. Te technical helps me with my art.” 
For more information on Michelle Rouch’s artwork, 
visit michellerouch.com. 
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Weeks of communication and collaboration 
between cast and crew bring Peter and the 
Starcatcher to life on stage 
BY KIM PATTON 
GROWING UP, Peter Pan was Lauren Kampman’s favorite story. She 
relished watching the live action version of the iconic tale. 
“I wanted to be on an adventure like that one day. And now I get 
to. It’s such a blessing,” said Kampman, a senior acting major who 
portrays Molly in the theatre department’s production of Peter and the 
Starcatcher. 
Based on the novel Peter and the Starcatchers by Dave Barry and 
Ridley Pearson, and adapted for the stage by Tony Award–winning 
playwright Rick Elice, the play provides the backstory for Peter Pan. 
But Kampman’s character, Molly, is also right at the heart of the story. 
“It’s really the story of Molly, this 13-year-old girl who saves the 
world by getting starstuf into the hands of good people like her father, 
Lord Aster, and out of the bad hands of people like Slank, one of the 
evil captains, and Black Stache, the pirate, who are also trying to get 
this treasure,” explained Bruce Cromer ’82, Wright State alumnus, 
professor of acting and movement, and director of Peter and the 
Starcatcher. 
For 10 performances in late September and early October 2019, a 
cast and crew of Wright State students and faculty took audiences on 
an ocean journey aboard two ships to a faraway island where a young 
girl becomes the heroine and a young orphan boy fnds his name and 
a place to forever call home. 
THE CAST OF PETER AND THE STARCATCHER LIFT WILL GRABER (PETER) ABOVE THE STAGE
IN THE HUMOROUS AND HEARTWARMING TALE OF A YOUNG ORPHAN BOY WHO BECOMES





































ABOVE: PETER AND THE STARCATCHER DIRECTOR
BRUCE CROMER ’82 CHATS WITH THE CAST AND
UNDERSTUDIES ON THEIR SECOND NIGHT OF
REHEARSAL. 
A LOVE LETTER TO THEATRE
August 27, 2019. It’s the second day of Fall 
Semester classes and the second night of 
rehearsal for Peter. All 12 cast members 
and their understudies are gathered in the 
stage combat studio in the Creative Arts 
Center. Te set designer, properties master, 
sound designer, and costume designers are 
also on hand to show the cast the world of 
make-believe they will recreate on stage. 
Prototypes of costumes drape a series 
of mannequins in the front of the room. 
Te actors try out props that will be used 
in the production. Dialect coach Deborah 
Tomas helps the cast perfect their British 
accents for the play’s Victorian England 
time frame. And Cromer discusses his 
vision for the show. 
Cromer describes Peter as a love letter 
to theatre, where the show is all about the 
story. He encourages the cast to ponder the 
play’s recurring themes of identity, home, 
and family, and to discover the elements 
that speak to them. 
As the cast rehearses over the next four 
weeks, there is still much more work to 
be done before opening night: painting 
and fnishing touches on the set, costume 
fttings, adjustments to the lights in the 
Festival Playhouse. Te list goes on and on. 
A WHOLE NEW WORLD 
On the second foor of the Fine Arts 
Building, Terry Webb, a senior theatre 
design and technology major, uses a 
glue gun to attach a stem to the top of a 
pineapple, a key prop in Peter. 
“Te best thing about the props in Peter
is that everything is organic. Everything 
is original,” said Webb. “You get to have 
foliage, fruits, vegetables. We have a lot 
of tires, hubcaps, and fans mixed in with 
jungle materials. It has that balance of 
man-made materials and nature itself.” 
As Webb begins walking through the 
prop shop, he is surrounded by aisle afer 
aisle of shelves that house props from the 
ceiling to the foor. It looks like grandma’s 
attic on steroids or a hoarder’s dream come 
true. It’s also a treasure trove of Wright 
State theatre history over the years. 
“It’s defnitely a maze around here,” 
said Webb as he points out vases, lamps, 
empty champagne bottles, chandeliers, 
typewriters, and a slew of countless other 








INTO THE TAILS OF THE
MERMAID COSTUMES IN









RODS THAT WILL SERVE























LEFT: TERRY WEBB, PROPERTIES MASTER, POINTS
OUT A HANDFUL OF THE THOUSANDS OF PROPS
THAT HAVE GRACED THE WRIGHT STATE STAGE OVER
THE YEARS.
TOP RIGHT: WEBB GLUES THE FINAL PIECES OF
FABRIC ONTO ONE OF THE PLAY’S KEY PROPS.
BOTTOM RIGHT: SCENIC ARTISTS CARLEIGH SIEBERT
(LEFT) AND TONI HUMMEL (RIGHT) REVIEW DESIGNS
FOR THE SET. 
Webb picks up the captain’s wheel for the 
ship in Peter, which is sanded and spackled 
to prevent splinters. He also begins rolling 
along the foor one of two trunks used in 
the show.
“Tis is what the audience is going to 
see,” said Webb. “When the curtains open, 
you’ll know where you are. You’re on the 
captain’s ship. You’re in Neverland.” 
Downstairs in the Fine Arts Building, 
scenic artist Carleigh Siebert works with 
a handful of other students painting and 
doing the fnal assembly of the set. 
Giant scafolding wagon pieces that have 
two sides form the basis of the set. 
“Tey rotate so they have a completely 
diferent look for the second half of the 
show,” said Siebert, a junior theatre design 
and technology major. 
Nearby sketches show how the stage will 
transform throughout the performance, 
transporting the audience from the deck of 
a ship in Act 1 to the jungle environment 
of Mollusk Island in Act 2. 
“It’s cool to see it go from the original 
drawings and designs to seeing it on stage,” 
said Siebert. 
Found objects, collected by set designer 
Pam Knauert Lavarnway, will then be 
incorporated into the set. 
“Tere are a lot of found objects and 
decorative elements,” said Siebert. “It’s 
not just a plain wall that’s painted—it has 
diferent decorations and more dynamic 
elements to it.” 
In the basement of the Creative Arts 
Center, the sound of sewing machines 
resonates throughout the costume shop. 
Bolts of thread form a kaleidoscope of 
color on one wall, while costume sketches 
cover a nearby bulletin board. Another 
wall is lined with racks of costumes for 




























ABOVE: THEATRE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
MAJORS MAKE FINAL ADJUSTMENTS TO THE SET
AND PUT ON THE LAST COATS OF PAINT.
FACING PAGE, TOP RIGHT: LIGHTING DESIGNER
AUTUMN LIGHT (LEFT) AND HER CREW MAKE
ADJUSTMENTS TO THE LIGHTING RIGS THAT WILL
HANG ABOVE THE FESTIVAL PLAYHOUSE STAGE.
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM RIGHT: CO-COSTUME
DESIGNER VICTORIA GIFFORD WORKS ON A
PROTOTYPE FOR THE MERMAID COSTUMES.
 In the center of the room, junior theatre 
design and technology major Victoria 
Giford works on a prototype for the 
mermaid costumes at the beginning of Act 
2. Cornucopias decorate the bodice, and a 
variety of whimsical found objects adorn 
fsh nets that serve as the costume’s skirt. 
“It’s meant for a lot of laughs and to be 
very colorful,” explained Giford, who 
co-designed the costumes with Michelle 
Sampson, visiting assistant professor of 
costume design. 
Before she even began to design the 
costumes for Peter, Giford read the script 
three times; researched the time period 
for aesthetics, textures, and patterns; and 
looked at historical photographs. 
To make sure no detail is overlooked, 
Giford creates a spreadsheet with a 
scene-by-scene breakdown of what each 
character is wearing. 
Giford’s work is by no means fnished 
when opening night comes around. She 
has to keep up with laundry, pressing, and 
ongoing maintenance of the costumes 
throughout the run of the production. 
While the audience won’t know the work 
that takes place behind the scenes, she 
hopes they will notice how each costume 
matches the character and speaks to who 
they are. 
“Trough the costumes, you can 
determine someone’s class, what they 
like, what they don’t like, what some of 
their belief systems are,” said Giford, who 
aspires to work on Broadway someday. 
“I like being able to express the smallest 
amounts of their story through something 
that they happen to wear.” 
Without lighting, the intricate details 
that everyone has worked so hard to create 
in the costumes, sets, and props would be 
28 
completely lost on the audience. 
“A lighting designer tells you where 
to look,” said senior theatre design and 
technology major Autumn Light. “From 
start to fnish, we collaborate with the 
director and the scenic designer. We fgure 
out what kind of concept we want moving 
forward.” 
As lighting designer for Peter, Light 
strives to create an atmosphere that is 
dreamy and childlike. “Keeping that 
magical vibe is important throughout this 
process,” Light explained. 
To set the perfect mood in the Festival 
Playhouse, Light works closely with her 
crew. “Everyone will have a hand on this 
production,” said Light. 
It’s a team efort Light hopes the 
audience will make note of. “I hope they 
take away not only the great storytelling by 
the actors on stage, but all of the magical 
atmospherics,” she said. “If they walk out 
the doors and they’re talking about the 
show, that’s all that we can ask for.” 
“TO HAVE FAITH IS TO HAVE WINGS” 
Before every performance, the cast of Peter
comes out to mingle with the audience, 
inviting them to play make-believe for 
the next 130 minutes. Te adventure 
begins, taking the audience on a journey 
that includes battles of good versus evil, 
on-stage antics that elicit peals of laughter, 
and poignant moments that tug at the 
heartstrings. 
With six shows remaining, some of the 
members of the cast, who are enrolled 
in Cromer’s Acting Professionally class, 
discuss their experiences with the 
production. For the actors, who are all 
in their senior year at Wright State, Peter
demands a level of physicality unlike 
anything they have experienced before. 
“It’s interesting how you have to be on it 
every single second, move from scene to 
scene, and do transitions with the set while 
also telling a story,” said Kenneth Erard, 
who plays the dual roles of Slank and 































ABOVE: JAKE JONES’ COMICAL PERFORMANCE AS
SMEE IS ONE OF THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SHOW. 
BELOW: LAUREN KAMPMAN GIVES AN
UNFORGETTABLE PERFORMANCE AS THE PLAY’S
HEROINE, MOLLY. 
FACING PAGE, ABOVE RIGHT: THE 12-PERSON
ENSEMBLE TAKES THE AUDIENCE ON A MEMORABLE
JOURNEY THAT REINFORCES THE IMPORTANCE OF
HOME AND FAMILY. 
sometimes, it’s also super rewarding.” 
Te physical demands of the production 
are part of what attracted Will Graber to 
the lead role of Peter. 
“Te show never really stops, other than 
intermission. I like that, because I’m a very 
physical performer. I like jumping around. 
I like moving,” said Graber, who came to 
Wright State to study with Cromer, well 
known for his work in stage combat. “Once 
we get started, I’m never out of it. I’m 
always active in some way, and that forces 
me to be involved, which I love.” 
While Graber revels in the physicality 
of his part, Kampman says she feels 
empowered by her strong female character. 
“She is what I needed when I was 13,” 
said Kampman. “I didn’t know that, as a 
girl, I had the opportunity to stand up to 
people and stand up for me. Tat’s been 
really important to me—to show girls 
that they can be strong too. Tat’s what I 
gravitated to so much with Molly.” 
One of the highlights for the cast was 
acting alongside Josh McCabe, who 
plays Black Stache. Many have studied 
with McCabe, an assistant professor of 
acting. While they might have been a little 
intimidated to perform with their teacher, 
McCabe put them at ease. 
“He has been so generous at being a 
peer,” said Erard. “He just feels like another 
actor on stage.” 
Te amount of teamwork that goes 
into a production like Peter has not gone 
unnoticed by the cast. From the sets and 
costumes, to the music and sound efects, 
the actors acknowledge that each element 
is an integral part of the show. 
Sophie Kirk, who plays Alf, and Kaitlyn 
Campbell, who takes on the dual roles 
of Mrs. Bumbrake and the Teacher, have 
especially high praise for music director 
Matt Ebright. 
“Te show was originally written for 
all men plus a female Molly,” Campbell 
explained. “Since we have four girls in 
the cast, the orchestrations and the vocal 
scores of the music all have to be changed 
to ft the voices of women.” 
“Matt Ebright did an amazing job as 
the music director,” said Kirk. “He cared 
so much about us looking and sounding 
good—he put so much detailed work in.” 
As the senior members of the cast 
approach graduation and look back on 
their Wright State experience, they express 
gratitude for the lessons they have learned 
and the teachers who have guided and 
mentored them along the way. 
“You start freshman year terrifed with 
doing stuf in front of people, because 
you don’t know what you’re doing,” said 
Louis Kurtzman, who plays Lord Aster. “As 
seniors, you don’t have that fear going into 
auditions. Tat might change when you 
get into the real world and maybe there is 
some big producer name, but I guarantee 
you are way more prepared for that than 
you were freshman year.” 
As Kampman refects on her 
transformation at Wright State, she is 
reminded of one of the most powerful 
lines from Peter: “To have faith is to have 
wings.” 
“Tat’s what this department has given 
me,” she explained. “Tey push you 
beyond limits that you didn’t know you 
had or that you didn’t necessarily want to 
go past.” 
Te students are also emboldened by the 
success of alumni who have gone before 
them. “Seeing our alumni that are working 
right now is really encouraging,” said 
Erard. “Tere is a huge network of people 
to talk to, share, and create with, and rely 
upon if needed. Tat’s amazing.” 
For Cromer, who has taught at Wright 
State for 30 years and plans to retire 
in 2022, Peter could be one of the last 
productions he directs for his alma mater. 
“Wright State has an excellent theatre, 
dance, and motion pictures department,” 
said Cromer. “We get really good people. 
Tey’re inventive, creative, kind, inclusive. 
Tey’re a big reason why I believe in this 
program. I’m just proud of what we do.” 
Like Cromer, Kampman says she will 
one day look back and remember Peter
as one of her fondest memories. For the 
young woman, who dreamed as a little 
girl of going on great adventures like Peter 
Pan, the experience was everything she 
could have hoped for and more. 
“It has meant the world to me. Every 
night, I’m so grateful that I get to tell that 
story,” said Kampman. “Tese stories 
are hope, and that’s what we need. No 
matter what the world is going through, 
somebody is always going to need that 
story.” 
For more information on the Department of 





Journey behind the scenes for an inside look at the making of 
Peter and the Starcatcher. Visit wright.edu/magazine for an 






BY MICAH KARR ’19
RENEE DOLLENMAYER IS THE DEFINITION OF “INVOLVED.”
 Any weekday on campus, you can find her attending a meeting 
for a student organization she is involved with, helping to 
organize a drive or fundraiser for her sorority, or just letting her 
voice be heard with fellow student leaders or faculty advisors.
 Dollenmayer is studying rehabilitation services within the 
College of Education and Human Services. She says she has 
always enjoyed working with children and is considering a career 
in pediatric rehabilitation. 
 Although busy with her coursework, Greek life is a huge part 
of Dollenmayer’s time on campus. She is a member of Kappa 
Delta and says she greatly enjoys her community of sisters. 
 “I never thought I’d go through recruitment—but I did it,” she 
said. “We’re all so supportive of each other.”
 Dollenmayer serves as the Kappa Delta chaplain, running a 
weekly Bible study. She says being engaged with the religious 
community is a great way to meet new people.
 “It’s cool to get to know people from all over campus,” 
Dollenmayer said. “Diversity is incredibly important and it’s 
great getting to meet all different types of people.”
 Dollenmayer is also a morale captain for Miracle Makers, 
which organizes Raiderthon, the annual dance marathon that 
encourages students to be on their feet for 15 hours to raise 
money for the Children’s Miracle Network. Dollenmayer dances 
on stage and encourages other students to keep up with her. 
 Students raised $58,056 for Children’s Miracle Network during 
the seventh annual event in November. This money will benefit 
patients at Dayton Children’s Hospital. Raiderthon has raised 
more than $335,000 total for Dayton Children’s.
 While she agrees that Raiderthon is an amazing cause, 
Dollenmayer also loves that it brings out her passion for dance. 
She spent much of her childhood at her grandmother’s dance 
studio and is part of the Rollettes, an international all-women 
wheelchair dance group. Each year, the Rollettes host a dance-
intensive camp that draws women from all over the world. This 
year, Dollenmayer said, women from 10 countries attended.
 “People come from all over the world,” she said. “I love it.”
 Dollenmayer says she hopes to start a wheelchair dance group 
at Wright State to celebrate dancers of all abilities.
 She has cerebral palsy and a chronic pain disorder, but doesn’t 
let that stop her from spreading joy wherever she goes. 
 “It’s such a gift to work on campus with all these different 
organizations,” she said. “I wouldn’t want my life any other way.”
 Dollenmayer encourages other students to get to know each 
other and talk to each other around campus.
 “Even just saying hi when you’re walking to class, that can 
brighten someone’s day,” she said.
Renee
Dollenmayer ’23 
Wright State is like the Miami Valley—it's a place where 
anything can happen right now. You are one of 111,000+ alumni 
inspiring, leading, and making things happen. 
Do you know a high school student? Tell them why they should 
consider Wright State. Or maybe you want to advance your own 
career with a graduate degree? We've got nationally recognized, 
accredited programs to help you reach your goals. 
No matter what your future is, we can get you there. 

















PUTTING THE IMPACT IN TEAM 
Two Wright State athletics teams partner with a national
organization to inspire local children with chronic illnesses 
BY ALAN HIEBER ’16 
What might seem a simple gesture to some can ofen make a great impact on someone’s life. Team 
Impact, a nonproft organization that 
partners with Wright State’s baseball and golf 
teams, recently made that level of positive 
contribution to a pair of Dayton-area families. 
Team Impact is a national organization that 
matches children who have serious and 
chronic conditions with local college athletic 
teams. Te children sign a letter of intent as if 
they were a high school recruit and participate 
in practices, games, and team outings. 
Jesse Burns, 9   
Jesse Burns of Beavercreek is a 9-year-old with cerebral palsy. He 
signed with the baseball team in fall 2019 afer having gotten to 
know the players and coaches. 
Jesse being paired with Wright State was a natural choice. 
Jesse’s mother Elizabeth Burns ’04, ’15, an intervention specialist, 
holds a bachelor’s degree and master’s degree in education from 
Wright State. His father Jeremy Burns ’02, ’04, also an alumnus, 
earned degrees in electrical engineering. 
 Prior to his signing ceremony, Jesse was given a special lanyard, 
similar to a media pass, with his name printed on it. 
 Ten it was time for his big day. 
Jesse rolled onto the Nischwitz Stadium turf in his power 
wheelchair to a table set up for him to sign his commitment 
document. 
“Tey did a signing as if he were a high school athlete 
committing to the team. It was really sweet, and they gave him a 
lot of ofcial team gear,” Elizabeth said. “Ten he got to lead the 
team in a chant at home plate, and they had a pizza party.” 
Elizabeth said Wright State coach Alex Sogard and Jesse have 
formed a special bond. 
“It’s nice for [Jesse] to have another adult male mentor and 
somebody who sees the good parts in him, because not everyone 
is very accepting when people are diferent,” she said. 
Sogard said Jesse has been an inspiration to everyone involved 
with the team. 
“When we found out about Team Impact, we were really excited 
about the possibility of making a diference with a local kid who 
is a huge baseball fan,” Sogard said. “From the moment we met 
Jesse, we knew he would be a great ft with our guys.” 
Baseball fans might have to reassess their level of passion afer 
meeting Jesse. When the avid Toronto Blue Jays fan watches 
and listens to games, he gears up in style with a bat and helmet. 
His mother describes Jesse’s fascination with the game as an 
“obsession.” 
“He has MLB TV, and we’re still watching baseball games from 
34 
the past season,” Elizabeth said. 
Individuals with disabilities and their advocates can feel like 
outcasts due to their diferences from others. If any of that existed 
when Jesse began interacting with the players, it quickly vanished, 
Elizabeth said. 
“I’ve really enjoyed watching some of the players go from 
being a little nervous about being around Jesse to being really 
comfortable in talking to him,” she said. “It’s also been great to see 
Jesse’s confdence and see him know that he’s an important part 
of the team. He isn’t scared to just go and hang out with the guys, 
and he knows that he fts in. 
“It’s nice that this is a group of people who just embrace who 
Jesse is with his love for baseball and not discarding him because 
he’s in a wheelchair or can’t talk.” 
Despite the vocal limitations that exist for Jesse, a simple facial 
expression can speak volumes about his feelings, as junior Raider 
frst baseman Zane Harris has observed. 
“When we found out about Team 
Impact, we were really excited about 
the possibility of making a diference 
with a local kid who is a huge baseball 
fan. From the moment we met Jesse, we 
knew he would be a great ft with our 
guys.” 
ALEX SOGARD 









































“Seeing [Jesse’s] smile when he is around baseball is priceless,” 
Harris said. “He’s so happy to be a part of the team and be with 
the guys. We all love Jesse and can’t wait to have him by our side 
this season.” 
Elizabeth has also witnessed a few other indicators of 
friendship. 
“Jesse asks to go to see his friends at the baseball feld via sign 
language or his communication device,” she said. “Te fact he 
calls them his friends is a big deal. He cries when we say no or 
have to leave.” 
Junior pitcher Daniel Kreuzer said Jesse’s demeanor is what 
people remember afer meeting him. 
“Te energy Jesse carries with him wherever he goes is 
unmatched. For someone living with his condition, there is 
adversity,” Kreuzer said. “Jesse has done what every player on our 
team strives to do not only in baseball, but also in life. He is very 
much a Raider with the way he lives his life. It is an honor to be 
his teammate.” 
  James “J.J.” Hill, 11 
Getting connected with his Raider family also seemed like destiny 
for James “J.J.” Hill, an 11-year-old with Type 1 diabetes. Austin 
Sipe ’18, a member of the golf team from 2013 to 2017, has the 
same physical challenges and has discussed them during speaking 
appearances at local tournaments. 
Tis understanding of Sipe’s Type 1 diabetes led to Wright 
State’s golfers sharing common ground with James. 
“Coach [Brian] Arlinghaus knows more about the disease 
because he’s dealt with it through Austin, and some of the guys 
that are familiar with Austin also know,” James’ mother Carly said. 
“It makes James feel a lot more comfortable that when he has to 
check his blood sugar and get insulin, they understand.” 
Te spotlight was on James last January in front of thousands 
attending a Wright State men’s basketball home game. His face 
glowed as he put pen to paper while seated with his mother and 
Arlinghaus at a table set up at midcourt with his golf teammates 
standing in uniform behind him.
“Oh, he was so excited. Tere were TV cameras and cheering 
fans,” Carly said. “He had all of the team there behind him to 
support him. He had talked about it for months leading up to it.” 
Te sometimes-shy young man has had a boost of confdence in 
conversing with his newfound friends and has been built up much 
like the Legos he plays with. He also has an afnity for using Te
Avengers as an ice breaker, his mother noted. 
“It’s been a lot of fun getting to know J.J. and see him come out 
of his shell around the team,” Arlinghaus said. “When we frst met 
him, he was a little shy and apprehensive, but as he got to know 
the guys, he really opened up. Now he’s a complete chatterbox 
36 
when we’re together. 
 “Once he gets started on Legos or Te Avengers—look out.” 
 Senior golfer Austin Schoonmaker said getting to know James 
has taken some time. 
“He always has the biggest smile on his face when he is with us, 
which is awesome to see, especially when he is watching us in our 
events,” he said. “J.J. has certainly meshed well with everyone on 
the team. I am truly thankful for Team Impact to have set us up 
with such a wonderful person and teammate.” 
James is also working on his own golf skills—for now, using a 
putter. 
“He’s learning to like golf. We let him putt, but we don’t let 
him do much else because we don’t trust him with the golf club 
yet,” Carly said with a chuckle. 
Te 2019 spring golf season was one of coronation for 
the Raiders as the team captured its frst Horizon League 
tournament championship and NCAA regional tournament 
appearance since 2004. Tis meant the obligatory awarding of 
rings for the conference title. 
It also meant that memento being given to James. 
“We were going to surprise him, but Coach Arlinghaus 
measured his fnger and he said, ‘Mom, I’m getting a ring of 
some sort,’” Carly said. “He knew.” 
Above all, Team Impact has provided a supportive peer group 
for James that helps him overcome his shyness. Some golf team 
members even attended a recent birthday party for him, an 
emotional moment for his mother. 
“Tey gave my son a group of friends that he didn’t have. He 
has people to connect with,” she said. “When he’s having a bad 
day, I can message any one of them, and they’ll call or FaceTime, 
“He [J.J.] always has the biggest smile 
on his face when he is with us, which 
is awesome to see, especially when he 
is watching us in our events. J.J. has 
certainly meshed well with everyone on 
the team. I am truly thankful for Team 
Impact to have set us up with such a 
wonderful person and teammate.” 
AUSTIN SCHOONMAKER 
SENIOR, WRIGHT STATE GOLF TEAM 
and as soon as he sees their faces, he lights up. Tey have busy 
schedules, but they still always fnd time for J.J. 
“Just watching him get to have those friends makes me want to 
cry.” 
For more information on Team Impact, visit goteamimpact.org. For more 
















































A place to 
call home 
April Alford ’15 launches Dayton 
nonproft to help people transitioning 
from homelessness 
BY KIM PATTON 
On any given night in Dayton and
Montgomery County, approximately
550 people are considered
homeless. Individuals make up 83
percent of the overall homeless
population, and nearly 17 percent
of the homeless are families with
children. It’s a harsh reality April
Alford knows all too well. 
When Alford was six years old and living in New Jersey, 
she and her mother were homeless for more than a year. 
Tey sometimes lived with friends, but they were also 
on the street. Alford’s mother was eventually able to 
aford rent on an apartment, but they lived without heat 
and hot water for three years. 
“It was a rough road,” Alford recalled. “It has 
defnitely shaped who I am.” 
Even in the darkest of times, human compassion 
managed to shine on the family. A friend of Alford’s 
mother always helped them out. While this friend 
couldn’t provide a place for Alford and her mother to 
live, she always made sure they had food. 
“Her kindness to us was almost a catalyst for me,” said 
Alford. “As a child, I always told myself that when I got 
older, I would give back to whatever community I lived 
in.” 
Today, Alford lives in Dayton and is the founder of 
Welcome Home Dayton, a nonproft that furnishes 
and decorates homes for people transitioning from 
homelessness. 
Based on her childhood experience, Alford knows 
what it means to live paycheck to paycheck. She 
“Tere are lot of people who believe the homeless should 
accept whatever you give them. Just because they are 
homeless doesn’t mean that they have to accept less. It 
makes people feel good to know you’re giving them 
something of quality.” 
APRIL ALFORD ’15 
understands that someone who might be able to aford rent may 
not have the means to furnish their space and make it feel like a 
real home. 
Alford started Welcome Home Dayton in 2017, when she 
partnered with Homefull—a Dayton nonproft that works to 
end homelessness by providing housing, services, advocacy, and 
education—to furnish and decorate one of their transitional 
housing units at River Commons on Helena Street. 
To fund the project, Alford raised several hundred dollars 
through GoFundMe. When that money ran out, she spent her 
own money to purchase what was needed. 
Alford transformed the one-bedroom, one-bath unit with a 
combined kitchen, living, and dining area into a place anyone 
would be proud to call home. She replaced a metal, institutional-
style bed with a twin bed from her guest bedroom and added 
other furniture, decorations, and wall art. 
Since then, Alford has established 501(c)(3) status for Welcome 
Home Dayton and secured funding for future projects. 
“My biggest goal is to help as many people transitioning from 
homelessness as we can,” she explained. 
Alford is also passionate about utilizing Welcome Home Dayton 
to assist youth aging out of the foster care system. In 2009, she 
became a mentor for a high school student in foster care. When 
her mentee turned 18, Alford helped her fnd a place to live. Tat’s 
when Alford realized that many foster youth don’t have the life 
skills needed to fourish on their own. 
“If they’re in a good home, they get those skills,” said Alford. 
“But sometimes, they might be in a home where people are just 
doing it for the money and they’re not teaching them life skills. 
So, they don’t know how to search for an apartment or how to get 
the lights turned on.” 
Moving forward, Alford would like to form partnerships 
with retailers, furniture stores, and moving companies willing 
to donate goods and services to Welcome Home Dayton. She 
is also looking for interior designers and other volunteers to 
help with furnishing and decorating. Cash donations are always 
appreciated, and Welcome Home Dayton accepts new or gently 
used household items such as dishes, 
silverware, and glasses. 
 Alford encourages people to think 
about Welcome Home Dayton the 
next time they host a birthday, holiday 
party, or any other type of celebration. 
She suggests that hosts ask their guests 
to bring an item for Welcome Home 
Dayton in lieu of gifs. 
 “Tere are lot of people who believe 
the homeless should accept whatever 
you give them,” said Alford. “Just 
because they are homeless doesn’t mean 
that they have to accept less. It makes people feel good to know 
you’re giving them something of quality.” 
With one look at Alford’s downtown Dayton lof, it’s clear she 
has a keen eye for decorating and interior design. 
“I’ve always loved decorating and trying to see how I can 
make a space unique and make it mine,” said Alford, who 
recently started taking classes for interior design. She also enjoys 
purchasing items from thrif stores and refurbishing them and 
frequently gives decorating tips as part of her Transformation 
Tuesday series on Welcome Home Dayton’s website and social 
media. 
Alford’s work with Welcome Home Dayton is quite a contrast 
from her day job as a registration clerk with the Montgomery 
County Board of Elections, where she is proud to be part of a 
team that ensures fair elections take place in the county. 
When she’s not working at the Montgomery County Board of 
Elections or pouring her heart and soul into Welcome Dayton, 
Alford volunteers with UpDayton, St. Vincent de Paul, and 
YWCA Dayton. She also enjoys traveling and is looking forward 
to taking photography or ceramics classes this summer. 
Alford graduated from Wright State in 2015 with a bachelor’s 
degree in organizational leadership. “I enjoyed Wright State,” she 
said. “Once I got there, I found a community. It was almost like 
we were a small family.” 
Alford bonded with many of the students in her organizational 
leadership cohort, and she continues to stay in touch with some of 
her former classmates. 
She hopes Welcome Home Dayton will inspire her Wright State 
family and others to look at the homeless population in a new 
light. 
“Tey’re human,” she said, “and have feelings just like we do.” 
Visit for more information on the nonproft 
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Michigan Wine Trail Tour 
This weekend trip gives alumni and friends the opportunity 
to tour and taste some of the fnest wines Michigan and Ohio 
have to offer, including St. Julian Winery (Michigan’s oldest 
winery), Pentamere Winery, Chateau Aeronautique Winery, 
and Majestic Oak Winery. 
MAY 
17 
Wright State Day at Kings Island 
Each year, the Wright State Alumni Association invites 
students, alumni, and friends for a day of fun at Kings Island. 
Come ride all your favorites and some of the new rides, too. 




44th Annual Legacy Scholarship Golf Outing 
Join us for a beautiful day of golf at the 44th Annual Legacy 




10th Annual Bourbon Tour 
Come celebrate 10 years of Wright State alumni coming 
together in the name of bourbon! We’ll tour several 
distilleries, old and new, on the world-famous Kentucky 
Bourbon Trail. This tour sells out every year, so get your 
tickets now. 





Alumni Service Day 
MAY 2  
Spring Commencement 
MAY 3–10  
Alumni Trip: 
Norwegian Cruise to Bermuda 
AUGUST 24  
First Day of Classes 
AUGUST 28–30  
Summer in Chicago  
Weekend Bus Tour 
SEPTEMBER 26  
Festival of Flight 
OCTOBER 1  
4th Annual Wright Day to Give 
OCTOBER 2–3  
Homecoming Weekend 
OCTOBER 5–16 
Alumni Trip:  
Medieval Sojourn Trip 
OCTOBER 17 





AN EPIC YEAR 
The Wright State alumni 
community has had a packed 
few months, both on campus 
and off. We launched the frst-
ever Festival of Flight over 
Homecoming Weekend in 
October to celebrate our region’s 
aviation heritage. Alumni and 
students also joined us for 
other events to give back to 
the community, cheer on our 
athletic teams, gather together to 
connect and, most importantly, 
have a great time being a Raider. 
SEE YOU AT OUR NEXT EVENT 
Visit wrightstatealumni.com/events
for more information on how you can 
join us. 





Mark J. Hadley ’10 
Robert L. Caspar III ’12 
James H. Reynolds ’15 
2000s 
Charlotte J. Ortiz ’03 
Kristin L. Mantia ’08
1990s 
Stephen D. Lemon ’93 
Jennifer L. Fecke ’94 
Dr. Mark A. Banks ’95 
Melissa J. Coates ’96 
Marilyn A. Ditty ’96 
Dr. Diana L. Kallis ’96 
Nicole M. Kelley ’96 
1980s 
Robert K. Shephard ’80 
Norma J. Werner ’80 
Dorothy I. Bates ’81 
Barbara L. Stump ’81 
Marjorie D. Campbell ’83 
Patricia A. Hanning ’84 
Dr. James W. Steed ’84 
Carol A. Koehler ’85 
Cathy L. Kendig ’86 
Barbara M. Salyers ’86 
Dr. Claude Murray  
     Bartley ’87 
Gloria J. Edwards ’87 
Peggy A. Link ’87 
Katharine P.  
     Purnell-Rice ’87 
Caryl W. Bookman ’88 
1970s
Dorothy B. Reynolds ’71 
Daniel J. Velikan ’71 
Joseph R. Engle ’72 
Mary K. LaTempa ’72 
Edward L. Malahy ’72 
Mark J. Self ’72  
Roberta J. Towell ’72 
Fred R. Wiggers ’72 
Robert K. Wellbaum ’73 
Ronald A. Loverich ’74 
Boyd D. Taylor ’74 
Robert T. Sloan ’74 
Mary M. Eveslage ’75 
Edwin E. Hill ’75, ’77 
Patrick F. Meyer ’75 
Cheryl Arena Muise ’75 
Carol S. Smith ’75 
Randy E. Whitacre ’75 
Joseph Apone ’77 
Katharine J. Handel ’77 
Phyllis G. Jordan ’77 
Philip R. Poling ’77 
Tomas L. Hickey ’78 
Jerry L. James ’78 
Michael P. Melby ’78 
Jerry L. Weaver ’78 
Teresa Ann  
     Buchanan ’79, ’86 
David W. Koverman ’79 
Patricia J. Pfum ’79 
Robert S. Piech ’79 
1960s 
Karen E. Tompson ’68 
Barbara R. Eskew ’69 
Donald E. Graef ’69 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
Bela John Bognár 
Sandra R. Burgy ’75 
Patrick E. Campbell, Sr. 
Robert L. Clark 
Wilma “Sue” Curry 
Stevan Ford 
Mary Anne Frey 
Dr. Richard T.  
     Garrison ’76, ’78 
George William “Willie”  
     Gayle, Jr. 
Patricia A. Gonzalez 
Richard V. Grewe 
Donald J. Jacobson 
Patrick T. Kelly 
Maurice “Maury” D. Kogut 
Bonnie K. Mathies 
Mae McDonald 
William David “Bill”  
     McIntire 
Richard “Dick” Menke 
Dorothy E. Miller 
Marcia A. Olsen 
R. Mark Sirkin 
Edward J. Spanier 
Joseph “Jay” F. Tomas 
Carolyn Ulmer 
We rely on family and 
newspaper obituaries to 
inform us of the deaths
of Wright State alumni, 
faculty, and staff. This list 
was compiled between 
April and December 2019. 
Please send all death 
notices to  
alumni_news@ 
wright.edu. 
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY—LAKE CAMPUS DEAN 
Bonnie Kay Mathies 
Bonnie Kay Mathies, 77, former dean of Wright 
State University–Lake Campus, died August 8, 
2019, with her family at her side. 
 She was born on May 20, 1942, in Toledo. Her 
father was a power engineer at Toledo Edison. 
She was a 1960 graduate of the Woodward High 
School. While earning her bachelor’s degree, 
she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi. Afer 
graduation in 1964, she worked in the Oberlin 
and Toledo public schools, where she taught 
English, history, and biology. 
 Bonnie earned her master’s degree in instructional technology in 
1968 and her Ph.D. in curriculum and foundations in 1976, both at 
the University of Toledo. In 1974, she joined the faculty at Wright State 
University’s Dayton Campus. She worked there for over 30 years as a 
professor, department chair, associate dean, and dean. 
 She arrived at Wright State University–Lake Campus in 2007, becoming 
dean in 2010 until she retired in 2016. During her tenure at the Lake 
Campus, the school experienced surging enrollments, a near-doubling of 
bachelor’s degree programs (including engineering, nursing, and business), 
construction of the frst residence halls and the purchase of nearly 40 acres 
for expansion. 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SOCIAL WORK 
Bela John Bognár 
Bela John Bognár, 88, professor emeritus of 
social work at Wright State, died September 24, 
2019.
 Bognár grew up in the hills of rural Hungary, 
in a peasant farm family in Zala County. As a 
young man, he fought in the 1956 Hungarian 
Revolution against the Soviet Union, which 
occupied Hungary during the Cold War. 
 Bognár resumed school, eventually earning degrees from the Ecole 
Social de Louvain, the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, and 
certifcates from the University of Southern California and the University 
of California, Berkeley. In 1974, he earned his Ph.D. from the University of 
Wisconsin–Madison. Tat same year, Bognár began a 28-year-long career 
teaching in the Wright State social work department. 
 He wrote four textbooks and countless articles on health and aging 
policies. For 15 years, he was an advisor to the Ohio Department of Aging. 
 In 1999, Bognár and his wife, April, established the Bognár Family 
Hungarian Scholarship Fund to provide assistance to Hungarian university 
students. Since its inception, the fund has awarded more than $700,000 to 
students. In 2015, Bognár was honored by the Hungarian government with 
the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Merit. 
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CLASS NOTES 
’71 EUNICE BRONKAR (B.F.A.) (M.ED.), an artist and educator, was presented with the 
Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime Achievement 
Award by biographical publisher Marquis Who’s 
Who. 
’74 CHARLES PAINTER (M.ED.), head tennis coach at Archbishop Alter High 
School in Kettering, OH, was inducted into the Ohio 
Tennis Coaches Hall of Fame. 
’81 JAYNE HELMLINGER (B.S.) was elected president of the Leadership Conference of 
Women Religious, an association of the leaders of 
congregations of Catholic women religious in the 
U.S. JANET BUENING HEPPARD (B.S.), clinical 
director at the University of Houston Law Center, 
was promoted to professor of clinical practice and 
received the 2019 Ethel M. Baker Faculty Award for 
her leadership in promoting interaction between the 
school and the local community. 
’84 DAVE DICKERSON (B.S.) (M.U.A.) is president of Midwest Market at Miller-
Valentine Group, a Dayton-based developer of 
commercial real estate. 
’85 KEN DILLER (B.A.) was named executive vice president and chief growth ofcer for 
Intrepid Solutions and Services, Inc., a Sterling, 
VA–based provider of enterprise IT, data analysis 
and operational training services to the U.S. 
intelligence community. STEPHANIE OKEY (M.S.) 
was named to the board of directors of Crinetics 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a San Diego–based clinical 
stage pharmaceutical company focused on the 
discovery, development, and commercialization of 
therapeutics for rare endocrine diseases and 
endocrine-related tumors. 
’86 STEVEN BOGNAR (B.F.A.), with partner and professor emeritus Julia Reichert, won 
an Oscar for the best documentary feature for their 
flm American Factory at the 92nd Academy Awards 
ceremony in February. Bognar was also recently 
accepted as a member of the Academy of Motion 
Pictures Arts and Sciences. VERCIE LARK (B.S.), 
retired business executive, published Make It Rain: 
Increase Your Wealth & Financial Security, a book 
that provides 10 steps to amass greater wealth and 
fnancial freedom. 
’87 MARY ELLEN SMITH (M.B.A.) was named to the board of directors of Carmel, 
IN–based KAR Auction Services Inc. 
’89 JOSEPH STEWART (M.D.), agynecologist, joined the Poinciana Medical 
Center in Kissimmee, FL. 
’90 STACEY DOMICONE (M.B.A.), of Verso Corporation; was named to the Empower 
cohort of business leaders by the Dayton Area 
Chamber of Commerce. 
’91 KEN CRUTCHFIELD (M.B.A.) was appointed vice president and general 
manager of legal markets for Wolters Kluwer Legal 
& Regulatory U.S., a Netherlands-based provider of 
information, business intelligence, and regulatory 
and legal workfow solutions in several industries. 
’93 TRAVIS DALTON (B.S.), president of Cerner Government Services, a Kansas 
City–based health care/information technology 
company, was named WashingtonExec’s Pinnacle 
Award Healthcare Industry Executive of the Year. 
’94 STACEY LAWSON (B.S.B.) (M.S.) was promoted to system vice president of 
human resources operations at Premier Health in 
Dayton. CHRIS RIVA (B.A.) joined WXIX-TV in 
Cincinnati as a news anchor-reporter. 
’95 DAVID BIRK (B.S.) was named police chief of Middletown, OH. KURT 
WEDDINGTON (B.S.) completed the Executive 
Fire Ofcer program at the National Fire Academy. 
’97 CEDRIC ALEXANDER (PSY.D.) was appointed by Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis to 
the Emerald Coast Utilities Authority in Pensacola, 
FL. MANISH PATEL (M.D.) joined Vikor Scientifc 
in Charleston, SC, as chief medical ofcer. 
H. CLIFFORD REYNOLDS III (M.ED.) was 
appointed principal of the Allegheny East 
Conference Pine Forge Academy in Pine Forge, PA. 
’00 KATHERINE BLUST (B.S.ED.), afourth-grade teacher for Ridgewood Local 
Schools in West Lafayette, OH, was named the 
Coshocton (OH) Business and Professional Woman 
JACKIE JANNING-LASK ’88
From what some might call humble beginnings at Wright State, to four 
decades of high-level service roles in engineering at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, to working at the Pentagon, Jackie Janning-Lask has 
left a lasting legacy that dates back to the early days of Wright State’s 
engineering school.
 While growing up in Beavercreek, Janning-Lask’s musings for 
innovation were piqued early, thanks to her father John, a local 
inventor. 
 “My father was an inventor and a tinkerer,” Janning-Lask said. “I enjoyed making things, 
and, as I grew up, I became more interested in the realm of the possible.”
 Post-graduation in the late 1980s, she found the opportunities available just miles away
at Wright-Patt appealing and diffcult to pass up. At 23, she had already found herself at the 
board room table of a major aircraft company for a program management review. 
  “Truth be told, it was the technology that grabbed my attention; but a strong second to 
that was the number of opportunities a scientist or engineer could have at [Wright-Patt],” 
Janning-Lask said.
 Janning-Lask holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in systems engineering (human 
factors concentration) from Wright State and another master’s in business administration 
from MIT, which she earned in 2004. 
 Janning-Lask says Wright State’s proximity to Wright-Patt afforded her a wealth of 
knowledge from instructors with real-world experience. Her advisor, the late Anthony 
Cacioppo, Ph.D., was chief scientist emeritus of the Headquarters National Air Intelligence
Agency at Wright-Patt. 
 “I cannot imagine where I would be today without the foundational experiences I had at
Wright State,” Janning-Lask said. 
Janning-Lask, does, however, have words of wisdom for any current engineering students. 
 “If it were easy, you wouldn’t be growing,” she said. “Keep pace with the challenge and 








































RAFAEL CURIEL, PH.D. ’90, ’95 
Alumnus Rafael Curiel, Ph.D., has spent nearly two years as chief 
scientifc offcer at Chicago-based Xennials Therapeutics, an innovative 
medical research company that focuses on improving outcomes for 
cancer patients. He stepped into oncology research in March 2018. 
“Oncology to me is still a huge unmet need. I can account for 
relatives, as well as friends who have been stricken by cancer,” Curiel 
said. “It is a disease that makes no difference to economical status, 
race, or gender. My motivation is to try to give people hope that they 
can overcome the disease.” 
Curiel previously spent three years as vice president of medical affairs at Celldex 
Therapeutics in Needham, Massachusetts, where he built the Global Medical Affairs (GMA) 
team and developed the GMA strategy for the Celldex oncology portfolio. He’s had key roles 
at other pharmaceutical companies during his 19-year career. 
“In my everyday, I help design experiments—anywhere from preclinical experiments to 
evaluate the drugs in vitro to starting to design the potential clinical trials that will test the 
drug in humans,” he said. 
Curiel earned his doctorate in immunology from Wright State in 1995 after previously 
having earned his master’s in immunology, also from Wright State, in 1990 and bachelor’s in 
microbiology from Louisiana State. 
Curiel’s road to specializing in oncology today can be traced back to when he was a 
graduate student at Wright State. He focused on studying immune system responses to 
viruses, networking with current professor Nancy Bigley, Ph.D. 
Bigley collaborated with a lab sponsored by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and 
assigned Howard Young, Ph.D., a noted professional in the immunology feld, to head it. Curiel 
completed his post-doctorate work with Young, which led him to spend two years with the 
NCI. 
“My advice to students and professionals is that you might train in one thing, but you never 
know where it is that you will land throughout your life,” Curiel said. 
of the Year for 2019. JULIE GOSSARD (B.S.B.)
was promoted to general sales manager at 
WLWT-Cincinnati, Hearst Television’s NBC afliate. 
ROB LEGAULT (B.S.) was named assistant 
principal of Farmington Elementary School in 
Germantown, TN. MARYA RUTHERFORD LONG
(M.U.A.), vice president and community & 
economic development manager of Fifh Tird Bank 
in Dayton, was named among the 2020 Women of 
Infuence by YWCA Dayton and to the Empower 
cohort of business leaders by the Dayton Area 
Chamber of Commerce. 
’02 STEPHANIE GOFF (M.B.A.) was appointed county engineer of Greene 
County, OH. EMESE KALNOKI-KIS (M.D.) joined 
Concord Plastic Surgery at Concord Hospital in 
Concord, N.H. ERIC ROUSH (B.S.) was named 
vice president of supply chain at Winsupply Inc., a 
Moraine, OH–based wholesaler-distributor of 
plumbing, industrial, pipe, and other supplies to 
contractors. 
’03 SUNDARAM NAGARAJAN (M.B.A.)was named president and CEO of Nordson 
Corp., a Westlake, OH–based maker of precision 
dispensing equipment for consumer and industrial 
adhesives, sealants, and coatings. MEGHEN
SANDERS (B.A.) was named principal of 
Centennial High School in Franklin, TN. 
’04 D’WAN CARPENTER (B.A.)(M.S.), a physiatrist, joined North Oaks Physical 
Medicine & Rehabilitation Clinic in Hammond, LA. 
’05 TAMI FOURMAN (B.S.), of LexisNexis, was named to the Empower cohort of 
business leaders by the Dayton Area Chamber of 
Commerce. NATE HUFFMAN (M.ED.-CT) was 
named superintendent of Highland Local Schools in 
Morrow County, OH. 
’06 ANDREA BOLDS (B.S.) is quality manager over two major brands for Nestlé, 
a multinational food and drink company. 
FREDERICK (RICK) FERRIS (M.B.A.) presented 
An Examination of the Department of Education’s 
Higher Education Fiscal Health Indicator: Te Title 
IV Composite Score at the eighth annual National 
Education Finance Academy conference in Seattle. 
MICHELLE HEIMS (M.S.T.) was hired as campus 
principal at Shawnee Middle/High School in 
Springfeld, OH. SHARON SCHWANITZ (B.M.), a 
member of the Troy (OH) Civic Band and operator 
of a private music studio, performed with Te 
Eclectic Tree in concert at the Troy-Hayner 
Cultural Center. DAVID WILLOBY (B.A.) joined 
Liberty National Bank team as the branch 
operations manager for the north and south 
Bellefontaine, OH, branches. 
’07 MONIQUE AKASSI (M.A.) was named assistant to the president and professor of 
English at Talladega College in Talladega, AL. 
MATTHEW BINKLEY (B.S.) (M.D.), an orthopedic 
surgeon, joined the Erie County (PA) Medical 
Center medical staf. EAN JOHNSON (B.S.B.) was 
named vice president of economic development by 
Omitrax, Inc., a Denver, CO–based railroad and 
transportation management company. ALLISON
SCHROEDER (B.S.B.) opened a clothing shop for 
children called Te Olive Tree Boutique in Ottawa, 
OH. 
’08 JOHN DONNELLY (M.S.) was hired as purchasing manager by Globe Food 
Equipment, a food equipment provider based in 
Dayton. TYLER GAERKE (B.S.), a consulting 
product engineer for Siemens Large Drives 
Applications in Norwood, OH, was named a 2019 
Engineering Leader Under 40 by EnvironmentGuru. 
’09 MOLLY FORE (B.S.) is program lead for Autism at Work, an Air Force Materiel 
Command employment initiative in collaboration 
with Wright State. LUKE HOUGHTON (B.A.) was 
named director of development for the Ohio Farm 
Bureau Foundation. DANIEL LUCKENBILL (M.D.),
an orthopedic surgeon, joined Kettering (OH) 
Physician Network Orthopedics & Sports 
Medicine-Far Oaks Orthopedists. VIVIAN
NANAGAS (M.S.) (M.D.) joined the Family 
Allergy & Asthma practice in Noblesville, IN. 
AARON PATTERSON (M.D.) (M.B.A.) was 
appointed associate chief medical information 
ofcer for the Mount Sinai Health System and senior 
director of clinical operations for Mount Sinai Beth 
Israel Medical Center in New York City. CHELSEA
VANHORN STINNETT (B.A.) (M.ED.) is a 
Update your information with the Alumni Association to receive the monthly 
Alumni Insider e-newsletter, full of events, athletics updates, and university news. 
Visit wrightstatealumni.com/updatemyinfo to add updated information. 
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research assistant professor in the educational 
studies department at the University of South 
Carolina and director of CarolinaLIFE, an inclusive 
certifcate college program that supports students 
with diverse learning needs, including those with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
’10 JEFFREY THOMPSON (M.D.) (M.B.A.),a physical medicine and rehabilitation 
specialist, joined Hillside Rehabilitation Hospital in 
Warren, OH, and was named medical director. 
’11 SAMANTHA ELDER (B.A.), who works for Montgomery County, OH, was named 
to the Empower cohort of business leaders by the 
Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce. SHEYLANI
PEDDY was signed by the Washington Mystics of 
the Women’s National Basketball Association. 
’12 ETHAN HARRIS (P.L.S.) (M.P.A.) was promoted to director of the Clark County, 
OH, Community and Economic Development 
department. THAO HUONG-TRAN (B.S.) (M.D.)
joined Kettering Physician Network Primary Care at 
the Englewood (OH) Health Center. TONY
PRENGER (B.S.B.) joined the Leugers Insurance 
Agency’s fnancial services team, working out of the 
Maria Stein, OH, ofce. 
’13 MICHELLE KEELEY (M.D.), anobstetrician and gynecologist, joined the 
medical staf at McLaren Flint hospital in Flint, MI. 
BETTY CHENEY KELLY (M.D.) is a pediatrician at 
Brevard Health Alliance in Melbourne, FL. 
BRADLEY KUHN (M.D.) joined the Bryan Trauma 
Practice in the Bryan Physician Network in Lincoln, 
NE. ORLY LEIVA (B.S.) is an internal medicine 
resident at Harvard Medical School/Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston. ALEXANDRA
SILLATO (B.A.) (M.S.) joined Wilmington College 
as a professional counselor. 
’14 REILLY DIXON (B.A.) (M.B.A.) joined the Yellow Springs News in Yellow Springs, OH, 
as a designer and writer, doing page layout and 
design. LAURA GRUBER (M.D.), a physical 
medicine and rehabilitation specialist, joined the 
Nathaniel Witherell, a 202-bed skilled nursing and 
short-term rehabilitation center in Greenwich, CT. 
JON HACKER (B.F.A.) played Frankie Valli in the 
performance of Jersey Boys as part of the Broadway 
play’s national tour. ANTHONY HEILAND (B.S.)
co-founded Rally Round the Ridge, a volunteer 
response group to help residents of Northridge, OH, 
recover from a devastating tornado. 
’15 APRIL ALFORD (B.S.) is founder of Welcome Home Dayton, a Dayton-based 
organization designed to furnish and decorate 
homes for people transitioning from homelessness. 
BRITTANY CLARK (B.S.N.) joined Kettering 
Physician Network Urology in Wapakoneta, OH. 
MICHAEL GALLOWAY (CERT) was named chair of 
the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the 
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center. 
’17 DREW BANES (B.F.A.), a singer-dancer for Carnival Cruise Line, helped debut the 
line’s newest ship, Carnival Panorama, as part of the 
inaugural Playlist Productions cast. GABRIEL
SNYDER (B.S.), former baseball player and the 
all-time home run leader for Wright State, plays frst 
base for the Cedar Rapids (IA) Kernels, a Class A 
afliate of the Minnesota Twins. LUCAS WENRICK
(B.S.), who graduated with a master’s degree from 
the Harvard Graduate School of Education, is a 
university innovation fellow in the Ofce of the 
President at Arizona State University. 
’18 STEPHEN ADAMS (M.A.), an archivist, was hired by Lockington, OH, to identify, 
inventory, organize, and improve access to the 
village’s historical records. CRAIG FULLENKAMP
(B.S.) joined Tooling Tech Group, a Macomb, MI– 
based provider of engineered tools and automated 
assembly equipment, as a sales engineer. 
’19 ANDREW GILARDI (B.S.) is a procurement specialist for Precision 
Custom Products Inc., a supplier of thermoplastics 
based in De Graf, OH. 
MARIAH VRANIAK ’14, ’15 
Mariah Vraniak ’14, ’15, a middle childhood education alumna, 
completed her student teaching just down the road from Wright State 
at Fairborn’s Baker Middle School, but her frst job after graduation 
included fying nearly 4,000 miles to a remote village in Alaska. 
“Honestly, I was kind of shocked at my choice. I went to a job fair 
thinking it would be a good mock interview,” Vraniak said. “I didn’t think 
that I’d end up moving to Alaska; but the adventure side of it, paired 
with the job opportunity in a different kind of location, really drew me.” 
The adventure began at a school in a small village called Toksook Bay. Vraniak arrived on 
a bush plane and noted that there were few cars—or roads. During her one-year stint there, 
she became immersed in the local culture. 
The village has a 100 percent Yupik (native Alaskan Eskimo) population, Vraniak says. She 
would take part in the traditional Eskimo dance called Yuraq three times a week. She even 
learned how to prepare meat from fsh, seal, and beluga. 
“I think it emphasized the fact that you’re able to teach better if you’re involved in your 
community. I got to understand them more,” Vraniak said. 
Vraniak has been teaching in Nikiski, Alaska, for the last four years. During her frst year at 
the school district, she authored its frst curriculum for a computer programming course that 
remains in place today. 
“I was only a second-year teacher and they gave me these huge opportunities in 
curriculum development, which felt unheard of to me,” Vraniak said. 
She earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in education from Wright State and credits 
her current position to Wright State’s education faculty and curriculum. Vraniak said she 
recalls senior lecturer Tracey Kramer’s lessons on building whole teaching units, and an 
assessment course taught by Nimisha Patel, Ph.D., as fundamental instruction she often 
relies on. 
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Digging into the 
collection of Dayton 
sufragette Katharine 
Kennedy Brown 
BY DAWNE DEWEY ’80, ’84,  
HEAD OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS  
AND ARCHIVES 
Daytonian Katharine Kennedy
Brown once said,“To vote is
not enough. We must first
study our history and its
Constitution, second, political
organization, and then to the
polls armed for combat.” PHOTOS COURTESY OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES 
 Brown put her words into action. 
She voted for the frst time in 1920, 
the year the 19th Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution was ratifed, granting 
women the right to vote. She was 29. 
 Tough born into a family of wealth 
and privilege, Brown didn’t act the part. 
She used it to serve her community and 
educate others on the power of the vote. 
Martha McLellan Brown, her mother-in-
law, was a leader in the women’s sufrage 
movement, along with Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. 
Women’s sufrage was a very important 
issue to Brown. She helped build the 
Montgomery County Women’s Ward and 
Precinct Organization in 1920 and the 
county’s frst Women’s Republican Club. 
Brown served in leadership roles with 
the Dayton chapter of the American Red 
Cross, the Daughters of the American 
Revolution, Te Dayton Art Institute, 
and the Junior League of Dayton, among 
others. 
Brown worked tirelessly for the 
betterment of women, both in the 
community and in the political arena. 
She believed that to vote and to give 
one’s time and energy was the duty of 
every American citizen. In 1928, she 
became a member of the Republican 
State Committee of Ohio, a position she 
held for 40 years. Brown was advisor 
and confdante to numerous presidents, 
congressmen, and governors. 
In a speech, “Te Junior League Girl 
and Politics,” written early in her career, 
she said: “Te 19th Amendment gave 
women nationwide sufrage, and by the 
same stroke, a tremendous power with 
unascertained possibilities was unleashed. 
We have the vote. Whether we want 
it or not is no longer of consequence. 
Te obligation is the same, for the 19th 
Amendment is the law...become aware 
of the great good you can do—of the 
importance of starting tomorrow to show 
your colors. And not just in politics, but 
in all areas of life, to help your fellow 
citizens in any way you can.” 
She died in 1986 at the age of 95. 
Visit libraries.wright.edu/special for more 
information. To contribute to the Wright State 
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PERMIT NO. 19 
A COSTUMER’S WORKSHOP 
Costume sketches for Peter and the Starcatcher hang on a bulletin 
board of the theatre department’s costume shop in the basement 
of the Creative Arts Center. 
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